DIOCESAN COUNCIL, NORTHERN DISTRICT
  John Thornton

DIOCESAN COUNCIL, MIDDLE DISTRICT
  Brad Sandidge

DIOCESAN COUNCIL, MIDDLE DISTRICT, ONE-YEAR TERM (FILLING A SEAT VACATED BY Geoff Evans)
  Josiah Rengers

DIOCESAN COUNCIL, SOUTHERN DISTRICT
  Sally Hudson

GENERAL CONVENTION DEPUTY, CLERICAL ORDER, NORTHERN DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - Evan Garner
  1ST ALTERNATE - Susan Sloan
  2ND ALTERNATE - Judith Comer

GENERAL CONVENTION DEPUTY, LAY ORDER, NORTHERN DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - Sarah Miller
  1ST ALTERNATE - Randall Byrd
  2ND ALTERNATE - Barbara Meyer

GENERAL CONVENTION, CLERICAL ORDER, MIDDLE DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - John Mark Ford
  1ST ALTERNATE - Derrick Hill
  2ND ALTERNATE - Lou Thibodaux

GENERAL CONVENTION, LAY ORDER, MIDDLE DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - Virginia Hillhouse
  1ST ALTERNATE - Barbara Sloan
  2ND ALTERNATE - Stan Herring

GENERAL CONVENTION, CLERICAL ORDER, SOUTHERN DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - Candice Frazer
  1ST ALTERNATE - Matthew Grunfeld
  2ND ALTERNATE - Ben Alford

GENERAL CONVENTION, LAY ORDER, SOUTHERN DISTRICT
  DEPUTY - Jimmy McLemore
  1ST ALTERNATE - Anne Kimzey
  2ND ALTERNATE - Chris Turner

GENERAL CONVENTION, CLERICAL ORDER, AL-LARGE
  DEPUTY - Lee Shafer
  1ST ALTERNATE - Mark Waldo, Jr.
  2ND ALTERNATE - Bob Hennagin
GENERAL CONVENTION, LAY ORDER, AT-LARGE
DEPUTY - Marcellus ‘Mark’ Smith
1ST ALTERNATE - Wales Carpenter
2ND ALTERNATE - Rebecca Haller

STANDING COMMITTEE, CLERICAL ORDER, AT-LARGE
Joe Gibbs

STANDING COMMITTEE, LAY ORDER, AT-LARGE
Heager Hill

DISCIPLINARY BOARD, CLERICAL ORDER, AT-LARGE
Geoff Evans
Rich Webster

DISCIPLINARY BOARD, LAY ORDER, AT-LARGE
Reggie Hamner